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and ios devices.Netflix drama The Politician reveals a pivotal moment in 2000 elections Starring Emmy and Golden Globe
winner Tony Hale, creator David E. Kelley and director Marielle Heller, The Politician is an emotional and hard-hitting look at
the people who get elected and the political machine that keeps them in place. It follows two ambitious political strategists, one

a Democrat and the other a Republican, each setting out to get elected to the highest office in the land. But at the pivotal
moment, the Democrat chooses to run as an independent while the Republican’s path to victory begins to crumble when she is
exposed as a plagiarist who plagiarized her words from the Bible. Hale’s acclaimed performance as the Democrat, Ben Best, is
sure to win the Golden Globe for Best Actor in a Drama and be nominated for the Emmy for the same category. The Politician

also stars Golden Globe nominee Laura Dern (Enchanted), Golden Globe winner Ed Harris (The Newsroom), Golden Globe
nominee Maria Bello (The Leftovers), Golden Globe nominee Sherry Stringfield (This is Us), Academy Award nominee Sam

Rockwell (Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri) and Golden Globe nominee Jacob Latimore (The Blacklist). The
Politician is produced by CBS Television Studios in association with Fulwell 73. The series is executive produced by David E.

Kelley, Daniel Taplitz, Kevin Kelly and Samantha Lecca. The series will be distributed by CBS Studios International.Q: Format
time that is stored in Database I am trying to create a web application where the users will enter in the username and the time. I
want to store the time in my database in a type that is already displayed in the web page. I want the result to be that if the time is

20:10 the result will be 20:
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